
Protocols are most powerful and effective when used within an ongoing professional learning community and facilitated by a skilled facilitator. To learn more 
about professional learning communities and seminars for facilitation, please visit the School Reform Initiative website at www.schoolreforminitiative.org

Student Centered Family Meeting Protocol
Peggy Silva, from At the Heart of Teaching: A Guide to Reflective Practice, 2003.

The goal of an effective family meeting is to ensure that the student, parents, and teachers exchange infor-
mation regarding the student’s strengths, progress, or needs. The format for this student centered meeting 
ensures that the focus is on the student’s performance in the classroom and as a member of our school’s 
learning community. While there are rare occasions that a student’s presence might impede the success of 
a meeting, we believe that it is essential for most conferences. Participants include a facilitator, teachers, 
counselor, student, parent/guardian, and note taker.

Time: 30-40 minutes

1. The facilitator welcomes and introduces each member of the group, then outlines the protocol and the 
time frame, and asks one participant to serve as note taker. (2 minutes)

2. If the meeting had been called to discuss behavioral concerns, the facilitator asks everyone to read 
through the appropriate behavioral guidelines. (3 minutes)

3. The facilitator speaks to the student, and asks for an update on strengths in Course A. What is going 
well in that class? Does the student understand the material? Is all work up to date? Is there anything 
that gets in the way of success in the classroom? Is the student an active participant in the class? Has 
the student set any goals for this course?

4. The facilitator then asks the teacher of Course A to join the conversation, first asking for positive rein-
forcement, then addressing impediments to progress. Facilitator asks for concrete suggestions from the 
teacher regarding how the student could improve knowledge to content, work ethic, or behavior in that 
particular course.

5. This process continues until the student has addressed all subjects. Parents are then asked for their 
thoughts about the student’s performance. Questions asked and answered. (30 minutes)

6. When the student has discussed each course, and then listened to each teacher and parent, the note 
taker recaps the suggested actions to be taken on the part of the student. All sign the note sheet.

7. Facilitator plans follow up by e mail or phone call to report progress. Facilitator reminds the student that 
the role of the adults present is to help the student succeed, and that the purpose of this meeting was to 
help the student communicate his or her progress and/or needs to teachers and to parents. (5 minutes)


